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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

In this paper, we present the English Dialects App (EDA) and the English Dialects App Corpus (EDAC). EDA is a free iOS and Android app, launched in January 2016 that features a dialect quiz and dialect recordings. For the quiz, users indicate which variants of 26 words they use and the application guesses their local dialect; for the recordings, users can record a short text. The result is EDAC which includes metadata on mobility, ethnicity, age, educational level, and gender. More than 47,000 users from across the UK have indicated dialect variants for these 26 words, and more than 3,500 users have provided audio recordings. Unavoidably, EDAC does not successfully reflect distributions of age, ethnicity, qualification levels, and other parameters found for the UK population given that smartphone-based research reaches a specific stratum of the population. Yet there are also clear benefits to the sampling strategy used – benefits and pitfalls are discussed in this article. Future analyses will provide the most comprehensive understanding of English regional dialect variation since the work of the traditional dialectologists. We showcase two such analyses in this article. EDAC should, we demonstrate, be of interest to researchers in dialectology but also in forensic phonetics.

1. Introduction

The most recent nationwide dialect corpus for England dates back at least half a century and is based on a geographically broad but socially restricted sample of largely non-mobile, older, rural, male speakers (NORMs) (cf. [1]). The age of this corpus and its restricted speaker profile motivated the collection of a contemporary corpus of dialect and acoustic-phonetic data from across England. This new corpus, enabling us to update our knowledge of regional dialect distribution, has, furthermore, a number of important applications beyond dialectology and sociolinguistics, for example in forensic phonetics. In this paper we present the corpus and the collection protocol under which it was created, and demonstrate the potential of its dialectological and forensic applications.

The collection of large multi-locality corpora in dialectology has a venerable tradition that goes back to the 19th century. Traditional studies from that period relied mostly on questionnaires to elicit dialect material in lexis and phonology. Georg Wenker, for example, documented dialects in the late 19th century by distributing some 50,000 questionnaires with 40 test sentences to teachers across Germany. They were asked to transliterate 40 sentences into the local dialect of the community. Despite its age and methodological advances in the past century, the material collected continues to be used in contemporary dialectological research [2]. Towards the end of the 19th century, Jules Gilliéron sent out fieldworker Edmond Edmont to cycle across France to conduct hundreds of interviews between 1886 and 1900 [3]. This type of fieldwork by Wenker and Edmont typically resulted in linguistic atlases and lay the ground for future work on dialects in Switzerland, Italy, and Spain [4].

In England, meanwhile, the most significant advances in charting the nation’s dialects were made by Alexander Ellis (see, especially [5], but also [6]). Like Wenker, Ellis sent out dialect transliteration tasks to people (usually clergy) – principally two short reading passages (one a story, the other a list of sentences) –, and, like Gilliéron, he was fortunate to have a trained phonetician, Thomas Hallam, to travel around the country collecting data and checking the transliterations. In all, data was collected from 1145 places across those parts of the British Isles in which English was the vernacular language in the mid-19th century. No atlas emerged from this endeavor, instead two maps of the islands’ main dialect regions (but see [7]). With the exception of Kurath and Lowman [8], based on data collected in 1930, regional dialect documentation only reemerged onto the agenda in England once again after World War II.
II. Orton and Dieth [9] and a large team of fieldworkers collected data (on-the-spot phonetic transcriptions of answers to questions, fill-in-the-gap exercises, and so on, in a very long questionnaire) between 1950 and 1961 in 313 localities across England – the Survey of English Dialects (SED). To preserve or at least record ‘the traditional types of vernacular English’ ([9]; p. 14; see also [4]), fieldworkers interviewed mostly NORMs. The impact of the SED on the dialectology of England has been immense. Dialectologists and variationists have drawn upon the data, for example, to provide a historical backdrop for contemporary research (e.g. [10]) as well as to help ascertain the likely dialects spoken by 19th century colonial emigrants (e.g. [11]). Several atlas publications emerged from the SED (e.g. [12]), and because the data collection protocols were so systematically and carefully followed, the data have lent themselves to later computation using dialectometric techniques (e.g. [13]). Despite this, such traditional approaches to dialectology, anchored in the countryside, were criticized for their almost total abandonment of the varieties spoken in urban areas. The advent of sociolinguistic approaches to dialectology in the 1960s saw radical changes in data collection methods, especially with respect to the nature of the sample (a wider spectrum of natives from the community were eligible for investigation), the type of data collected – relatively informal conversations within sociolinguistic ‘interviews’ – and the locations of investigation, a shift from rural areas and geographical coverage to the study of single urban locations. For a considerable period at that time, studies of geographical variation were few [1].

Today, the paper and pen techniques of the traditional dialectologists are gradually being replaced by large scale, computer-aided or mobile device-aided surveys. Since the advent and wide availability of computers, large-scale dialectological analysis has been aided by the construction of machine-readable dialect corpora, though it could be argued that none of these provide the systematic coverage of the Survey of English Dialects. Data in the British National Corpus (BNC), which contains 10 million words of spoken English, was categorized into 28 different dialects, but the BNC has limited value for dialectologists since it was not accompanied by audio [14]. A more recent attempt has been made to collect sound recordings from across the UK in the spoken corpus of BNC2014 [15]. The International Corpus of English (ICE) aims to chart different national varieties of English around the world. ICE, however, is not explicitly set up to investigate local or regional dialect within the country. The Freiburg English Dialect corpus (FRED [16]) is a 2.5-million-word collection of transcribed oral history recordings (mostly of NORMs) collated from holdings across Great Britain. Further, there is the Helsinki Dialect Corpus [17], another collection of NORMs, mostly from rural East Anglia and the South-west of England. Of these, only FRED comes close to nationwide coverage, however; but its sample was only slightly more recent than that of the SED: “we were looking for material preferably from the 1970s and 1980s, recording older speakers, or from the 1990s, if these recorded very old speakers” ([16]; p. 36).

Computer- or mobile device-based crowdsourced data collection efforts in the UK are in their infancy. MacKenzie et al. [18] studied phonological, lexical, and syntactic variation from around 5000 speakers across England who completed an online questionnaire disseminated by undergraduate students as part of a class module. Vaux’s Cambridge Online Survey of World Englishes crowdsources lexical, phonetic, and morphosyntactic variation in World Englishes (including British English) and has been online for more than a decade. The regional data collected is illustrated on maps on the website of the survey, but – to the best of our knowledge – has not been analyzed further or published yet. The maps show particularly high response rates in urban areas of the Southeast (around London) and the North-west (around Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds). Social media data, too, are starting to be used to examine regional variation. A first pilot study conducted by Willis [20] used a ten-day corpus of Welsh tweets to examine the pronoun chôl. Willis reports a similar distribution to that found by large-scale traditional surveys – however, with much smaller expenditure of time and money (see also [21,22]). Most recently, Grieve et al. [23] studied two billion words written by one million tweeters. Most tweets were geocoded with longitude and latitude information. They examined 35 lexical items and their 115 regional variants and compared regional distributions to the BBC Voices corpus [24]. They found that the regional variation reported in the Twitter corpus (collected in 2014) largely aligns with the variation found in the BBC voices data (collected in 2004/2005).

But, overall, while research activity on individual varieties of British English is undoubtedly healthy, we still know relatively little about contemporary variation at the regional and national level and about how these individual studies mesh together into a supralocal picture of the dialect landscape of the country. In this paper, we present the core functionalities of a free iOS and Android application – English Dialects App (hereafter EDA) – that was developed to generate a contemporary corpus of the English of England. We restricted the app to England because the app’s dialect prediction mechanism (i.e. the gamification-approach that motivated users to provide us with their dialect data, see section 2) relied on there being a systematic historical corpus, with consistent coverage of the same variables from the same time period, that could be used as a comparative baseline. This does not exist for the British Isles as a whole – while surveys have been conducted of the linguistic varieties spoken in Wales, Scotland and Ireland, they were conducted at different times, with different methods, and different sets of variables. Using these corpora would distort the dialect prediction mechanism (it would be based on different kinds of data in different places), and systematic comparison would therefore not be possible. Further, in designing the app, we had to avoid overburdening users. Including all, especially Scottish and Irish variants of many of the variables, along with the English ones, would have made the app unwieldy, with too many variants for many of the variables. As will be demonstrated below, however, speakers outside England, too, participated and provided spoken data.

EDA’s main functions are, firstly, to locate and regional dialect characteristics via a quiz which ‘predicts’ users’ dialects based on their responses and, secondly, to gather and make available nationwide audio data via users’ uploading of self-recorded readings of a short story. Following the motto ‘There’s no data like more data’ (cf. [25]), EDA has automatically collected dialect data from more than 47,000 speakers coming from more than 4900 localities across the UK and more than 3500 speakers from the UK have participated in the audio recording functionality over the course of less than one and a half years. Using an app as a dialect guessing tool is not new: it caught the public’s interest in German-speaking Switzerland in early 2013 [26] and in the United States in late 2013, when the New York Times published a web-app – the ‘Dialect quiz’ [27] to predict a user’s American English dialect. The US quiz consists of 25 questions such as, ‘What do you call it when rain falls while the sun is still shining?’. The user provides their answer and proceeds to the next question. In the end, dialect location predictions are displayed. Posted on the Times’s website within the last 10 days of 2013, this quiz became the year’s most popular piece of content [28].

The first part of our paper is devoted to presenting the core functionalities of the English Dialects App: the dialect guessing quiz and the dialect recordings. The second part presents descriptive statistics of the outcome of this automated data collection, the English Dialects App Corpus (EDAC). We then discuss the use of EDAC for research and showcase some early results on language change and population statistics of acoustic parameters for the UK. It will become clear that the development of such a database is key to the discovery and quantification of linguistic phenomena on a hitherto unprecedented scale. We end the article with a discussion of the challenges and benefits of EDAC.

2. English Dialects App (EDA)

EDA’s core functionalities were driven by the incorporation of
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To guess a user’s dialect, we selected variables with distinct geographical distributions to help localize the prediction was 25 discriminative maps of diverse geographical areas. In what follows, we present the two functionalities along with features two core functionalities: (1) a dialect quiz and (2) dialect recording.

### 2.1. Dialect quiz

One of the core functionalities of EDA was to gather data on a wide number of linguistic variables – lexical, phonological and grammatical – via a quiz which predicted users’ dialects based on their answers. The basis for the prediction was 25 discriminative maps of different linguistic variables from the SED [9]. To guess a user’s dialect, we selected variables with distinct geographical distributions to help localize the quiz’s prediction of the user’s dialect as precisely as possible. Table 1 shows the 26 variables used, the prompt used for elicitation, example variants, the number of variables per category, and the type of variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Example variants</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical variation in autumn</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>autumn, fall</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lexical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical variation in splinter</td>
<td>splinter</td>
<td>spell, speel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lexical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical variation in snail</td>
<td>snail</td>
<td>hodmedod, dod-man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lexical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation of ‘room’</td>
<td>room</td>
<td>[rum], [rvm]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lexical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine reflexive pronoun</td>
<td>himself</td>
<td>himself, hiself</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Morphological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminine possessive determiner</td>
<td>hers</td>
<td>hers, hern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Morphological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person habitual present</td>
<td>feed</td>
<td>do feed, feeds</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Morphological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velar Nasal Plus (cf. Wells 1982) – presence or absence</td>
<td>tongue</td>
<td>[tan], [tang]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yod – presence or absence</td>
<td>new</td>
<td>[njoy], [no]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATH vowel</td>
<td>last</td>
<td>[batsu], [batsu]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUT vowel</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>[bamu], [bamu]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/ realization (rhoticity)</td>
<td>arm</td>
<td>[arm], [am]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#/u/ realization</td>
<td>three</td>
<td>[dzi], [dzi]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive /r/ – presence or absence</td>
<td>thinging</td>
<td>[binn], [binn]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/C realization</td>
<td>shelf</td>
<td>[jeif], [jouf]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIT/SCHWA in unstressed syllables</td>
<td>pocket</td>
<td>[pʰk]at, [pʰk]at</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ai/ before voiceless consonants</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>[niit], [niiit]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ai/ before voiced consonants</td>
<td>five</td>
<td>[faiv], [faiv]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence or absence of /h/</td>
<td>hands</td>
<td>[handz], [andz]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOTH vowel</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>[sdf], [stf]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUTH vowel</td>
<td>house</td>
<td>[haus], [haus]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE vowel</td>
<td>bacon</td>
<td>[bakan], [bekan]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/c/V realization</td>
<td>bit of</td>
<td>[bed ay], [be 2 ay]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAPPY vowel</td>
<td>happy</td>
<td>[hapə], [hepe]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation in scone</td>
<td>scone</td>
<td>[skaun], [skon]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative alternation</td>
<td>give it to me</td>
<td>give it me, give me it</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lexical variable ‘splinter’, for example, has ten different variants. 73% of the chosen variables are phonetic or phonolexical, 12% lexical, 12% morphological, and 3% syntactic. As for the number of variables selected, we assumed that too high a number of variables would leave users frustrated and many of them would opt out. At the same time, we expected dialect prediction to increase if there were more variables in the dialect quiz – to the point where prediction accuracy would be saturated. We intuitively felt that 25–30 variables would strike this balance, without applying statistical methods to arrive at this conclusion. Variables each showing different geographical distributions were chosen so that small areas could be distinguished from each other on the basis of a unique combination of variants across the set of variables. We did an overlay of 25 historical atlas maps, such as the maps for ‘splinter’ and ‘butter’, shown in Fig. 1.

These two variables alone divide England into North/South, while the North is further subdivided into individual pockets for different usages of ‘splinter’. We added one variable which was not in the SED (and therefore could not be used for dialect prediction), the pronunciation of the vowel in ‘scone’. The pronunciation of ‘scone’ was included because the variant pronunciations of it are, for English, highly variable, highly salient, and ideologically heavily loaded. Partly because of this, we expected the inclusion of this variable to help spark media interest, critical for the widespread dissemination and uptake of the app. In practical terms, EDA prompts users to select their own pronunciation variant from a list by tapping on the smartphone screen. When variants cannot be written down because of only small phonetic differences (e.g. [batsu] vs. [batsu] for ‘butter’) the app shows phonetic transcriptions that are accompanied by audio recordings made by a native speaker of English (third author). Each variable is presented on a single screen with a lead phrase or triggering question at the top of the screen and variants listed below (Fig. 2, left and center), and the variables are presented in a randomized order for each user. Once users indicate which variants they use for all 26 variables the app presents a list of the three localities, out of a possible 313 adapted from the Basic Materials of the SED, that best correspond to their dialect and displays these on a map (Fig. 2, right). A heatmap shows the regions that correspond more or less strongly to the dialectal variants chosen by the user.

Underlying the dialect prediction is a table that contains a row for each locality, and a column for each pronunciation variant. Each cell features either a ‘1’ (variant is present in the locality) or a ‘0’ (variant is absent). For the columns (e.g. pronunciation variants) chosen by the user the ‘algorithm’ aggregates all the 1s row by row and identifies the row (locality) with the highest aggregation as the best hit (cf. [29]). If users believe the result to be accurate, they are shown a new screen informing them about how to support our research (Fig. 3, left). By clicking on ‘OK, I’m in!’ users comply with our privacy policy, which is explained on the screen. After clicking on this button, they are asked to indicate their dialect and a set of metadata. If they feel the first locality presented is not accurate, they can specify their dialect by moving a pin on a map to the location that best corresponds to their dialect (Fig. 3, center), before indicating metadata on age, gender, education, mobility, and ethnicity (Fig. 3, right). In both instances — correct or false dialect prediction — the location of a speaker’s actual dialect is elicited. Users’ pronunciation variants together with this metadata are anonymously stored on a server. None of the pieces of information elicited individually or in combination allow for identification of a user in the database. Users also can decline further input into our research, in which case they are shown the results screen again (Fig. 2, right).

Elements from earlier apps that were developed for Swiss German [26,29,30] and for varieties of German more generally [31]. The app features two core functionalities: (1) a dialect quiz and (2) dialect recordings. In what follows, we present the two functionalities along with the methods used for their implementation.

### Table 1

Variables chosen for the dialect quiz, prompts, example variants, variant count, and variable type.

---
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Fig. 1. ‘Splinter’ and ‘butter’ maps – two of the 25 maps used for dialect prediction in EDA (adopted from [9]).

Fig. 2. Prompts for variant selection (left and center) and dialect quiz result (right).
Collating users’ answers to the quiz, their dialect location feedback and their metadata provides a contemporary socio-geographically differentiated snapshot of the dialect landscape of England, which can be used to investigate language change by comparing the app data with that from the SED.

2.2. Dialect recordings

The second core functionality allows users to anonymously record the readings of a short passage in their dialect, re-listen to these recordings, listen to recordings from the SED, and listen to the recordings uploaded by other app users by navigating an interactive map. The goal of this functionality was to provide users with dialect samples from all over England and therefore create awareness for dialectal variation, and to crowdsourced speech of high recording quality, with little degradation due to the collection system – possible with today’s smart-phones. Previous research has shown that speech which is collected with a first-generation iPhone (i.e. in 2007) enables trustworthy measurements for formant analyses [32] and recordings done with contemporary smartphones even enable reliable analyses of voice quality in clinical settings [33]: today’s smartphones typically process speech at 8 kHz–48 kHz sampling rates, 16-bit quantization rates, yet rates – particularly in the Android segment of the market – are device-dependent [34]. When it came to the selection of the sentence material for recordings, we considered a number of material design questions. Primarily, we were aiming for maximally broad phonetic coverage and material that was reasonably short and easy to read aloud (cf. material design considerations in [35]). We decided on ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ passage, see text in Fig. 4.

According to Deterding [36], this passage bears advantages over the standardly used ‘The North Wind and the Sun’, which has been criticized for lacking the occurrence of some sounds of English and because of concerns regarding the measurement of speech rhythm. In addition, ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ is twice as long with less repetition of words. Here, the user interface prompts speakers first to indicate, i.e. self-declare, their dialect, by again placing the pin on the locality that best corresponds to their dialect (Fig. 3, center) and to fill in the metadata described in 2.1 (Fig. 3, right panel). On the metadata screen it is explained that in recording their voices, the users consent to our privacy statement. Again, none of these pieces of information individually or in combination allow for the identification of a user. Users also have the opportunity to opt out of this procedure at any time (i.e. by clicking on ‘back’ in the top left corner in the screens shown in Fig. 5). They then proceed to the recording instructions, which read ‘Please record your voice in a quiet place. Hold your device approximately 6 inches/15 cm from your mouth. Please use your regional accent or dialect and speak in the way you would talk to your friends from home’. Users then record the sentences shown on the screen. The passage ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ consists of ten sentences, which are all shown on individual screens, see Fig. 5 left.

They click on a record button on the screen and read the sentence out loud. Once the sentence has been read, they click on the stop button. They can subsequently click ‘Play’ to play back their recording (see Fig. 5 left panel). If they are pleased with the current recording they click continue to proceed to the next sentence (see Fig. 5 left). If they dislike their recording, they click ‘Record’ again to re-record the sentence, which they can do as many times as they like (cf. [37]). Recordings are anonymously uploaded to servers where each audio file is given a unique ID. Once their recording has been uploaded, users can navigate to an interactive map (Fig. 5, center) where they can listen to their own recordings, those of other users, and historical recordings from the Survey of English Dialects (Fig. 5, right). The ‘How? Where?’ tab visible at the bottom of the screens in Fig. 5 allows users to select localities and discover their local dialect according to the SED – or to...
select dialectal variants and to discover where these were in use, also according to the SED. And the info tab provides some information about the app’s functions, its methods, its developers, its privacy policy, and presents acknowledgements.

2.3. Technical app development

EDA was developed for iOS and Android in Xcode using Objective-C and is available for free download in the respective app stores. Dialect quiz data, quiz and acoustic-phonetic metadata elicited by EDA are stored in a relational MySQL database (InnoDB), audio files are stored in wave format on a server and are cross-referenced in the database. An application programming interface (API) enables the communication between the mobile application and the database, and a backend platform enables the administration of the data using CakePHP and Bootstrap (cf. [29]). The app was developed over months of extensive pilot testing and is based on previous experiences made during app development, i.e. testing for human-machine interaction, the comprehensibility of the on-screen instructions, the types of prompts, the order of presentation of prompts etc. to insure smooth uptake by participants.

3. English Dialects App corpus (EDAC) statistics

To recruit a maximum number of participants, we worked closely with the University of Cambridge and University of Bern press offices. The app was announced in press releases, newspapers, radio and television interviews. Data collection in earnest began with the release of the app in January 2016 and is ongoing. In mid-May of 2016 we released an update of the app for iOS and Android, in which we (a) improved dialect prediction using app-collected data from the dialect quiz over the first four months, (b) added a question about multiple submission, users’ parents’ educational backgrounds, and ‘other’ as an option in gender in the metadata, and (c) performed minor bug fixes. More than 99,000 people had downloaded the app by May 2017. During this
1.5-year cycle of operation, the EDAC protocol produced more data at faster rates than has been collected in English dialectology before. So far, the app has collected dialect quiz data from more than 50,700 users and audio data from more than 4300 speakers.

One concern in corpus-based dialectology is sampling (cf. [4]): typically, corpus-based dialectological approaches aim to cross-compare contemporary data to historical data. This historical data was normally sampled in a different way, e.g. NORMs (see introduction). Modern-day approaches – like EDA – sample subsets of entire, heterogeneous populations, of which NORMs are only a small fragment. This makes cross-comparisons between the different corpora difficult as the sampling techniques are vastly different. With EDA we sought to collect data from a balanced sample of the UK population; however, this was understandably not possible, given the demographics of smartphone ownership and engagement with mobile technologies. EDA, therefore, perhaps not surprisingly, oversampled young adults. Also, the app was mainly advertised through the public media (e.g. BBC, DailyMail, The Telegraph, Reddit, phys. org etc., cf. https://sites.google.com/site/adrianleemann/press), its users are therefore additionally biased towards the demographic of public media consumption. The corpus statistics presented below try to address such sampling issues and contextualize the descriptive statistics in relation to the population of the UK in general.

3.1. Dialect quiz database statistics

By May 2017, 50,755 users from 128 countries had evaluated the quiz result; 1262 users who participated in the second cycle submitted the information more than once and were thus excluded from the statistics presented below. In what follows, we present descriptive statistics of users stemming from the UK, the Channel Islands, Isle of Man, and the Republic of Ireland, which amount to 47,059 in total – henceforth "the corpus".

3.1.1. Geographical distribution

As shown in Fig. 3 (center), users were asked to place a pin on the locality that best corresponds to the dialect they speak. Fig. 6 shows all localities that are represented in the corpus (left) as well as the density of these localities with a heatmap (center), and the population density of the UK and the Republic of Ireland as of 2011 (right) (adopted from the European Forum for Geostatistics, http://i.imgur.com/jvhx55L.jpg).

These latitudes/longitudes belong to 4921 villages or cities. As can be seen from the leftmost panel, much of England is represented in the corpus; there is, understandably, less data from very sparsely populated parts of England. The density map (center) reveals that the highest density of responses is found in the Southeast as well as in the Northwestern Midlands. This closely mirrors the general population density of the UK and the Republic of Ireland shown in the right-most panel in Fig. 6. Users from the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, and Scotland are understandably under-represented – the app was specifically targeted at users from England, cf. Section 1.

3.1.2. Age and gender

The mean age of the 47,059 users is 34.9 (SD = 14.3) – the median is 32. 48% (N = 22,572) are females, 52% (N = 24,423) are males, and 0.13% indicated 'other’ (N = 64); this latter category was added only in the second cycle of data collection. Fig. 7 plots age counts as a function of age: males (left), females (right). The blue line in the left panel indicates the actual distribution for males, the red line shows the expected distribution if we had done a perfect sampling according to the age distributions found by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) for mid-2015 (cf. [38]). for England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. The yellow line in the right panel indicates the actual distribution for females, the green line the expected distribution if we had done a perfect sampling of age in the population (cf. [38]).

As can be seen from Fig. 7, for both sexes, speakers < 14 years of age as well as age groups > 52 are undersampled; at the same time, people between 14 and 52, especially so between 20 and 32, are oversampled for both sexes. This relationship can partly be explained by smartphone ownership penetration in the UK in 2015: Statista [39] reports that 90% of people between 16 and 24 own a smartphone, and 87% of 25–34 year olds, 80% of 35–54 year olds, but only 50% of 55–64 year olds and only 18% of 65 + year olds have a smartphone. Using a smartphone app to generate a dialect corpus therefore targets a specific segment of the population, which might help explain this skewness.

![Fig. 6. Geographical distribution of dialect quiz users: unique localities (left), density of localities (center), UK population and Republic of Ireland population density (right).](http://i.imgur.com/jvhx55L.jpg)
3.1.3. Ethnicity

Further descriptive statistics revealed that in terms of ethnicity, our app-collected data does not entirely reflect the distribution found in the population. Fig. 8 plots the proportions of the major ethnicity categories: the yellow bars show the expected distributions if our sample was balanced by real population according to Census 2011 (cf. [40] for England and Wales); the purple bars show the actual distribution in our corpus.

In Census 2011, 86% reported to be of White ethnicity, in our sample this proportion is almost 10% more, 94.3%. On the other hand, people of Asian (−5.3%) and Black ethnicity (−2.7%) are under-sampled. People with mixed and other ethnicities are reflected quite similarly as in the English and Welsh population. The app further asked for precise ethnicity. For White ethnicity, 87.7% indicated White English, 4.1% Other White, 2.7% White Scottish, 2.6% White Welsh, 1.5% White Irish, 0.8% White Northern Irish, and 0.07% Gypsy or Irish Traveler.

3.1.4. Qualification and education

Users further provided metadata on their highest qualification. Fig. 9 shows the proportions of the highest qualification categories: the orange bars indicate the expected distribution if our sample was balanced by real population according to Census 2011 (cf. [41] for England and Wales); the blue bars show the actual distribution in our sample. Qualification levels were grouped according to indicators provided at ONS [42].

Fig. 9 reveals a substantial oversampling of people with higher educational qualifications in EDAC: 29.7% in Census 2011 vs. 67.4% in the app. All other categories – except for speakers with A levels who are also oversampled (+4.3%) – are under-sampled; especially so people with no qualifications or fewer than 5 GCSEs or equivalent (a GCSE is a school qualification in a specific subject, such as English Literature or Math or Geography that is usually taken by English school pupils during the school year in which they turn 16 years old. GCSEs were preceded historically by ‘(Ordinary)-Levels’ and CSEs). It could be argued that the topics touched upon by EDA – linguistics, dialectology, phonetics – are
likely to attract a more educated audience in England, which results in the bias towards a highly-educated sample. The same may hold for smartphone penetration and media consumption. We further asked users to provide information as to the age of completion of their education. 71.4% reported that they completed their education at or over the age of 19, 14.8% at age 18, 11.3% at age 16–17, and 2.5% at age 15 or under.

3.1.5. Mobility

To compare linguistic behavior between speakers who are mobile vs. those who are non-mobile, EDA elicited data on how far people travel to work and on how many times they have moved in the past ten years. Fig. 10 shows the breakdown of the answers to the question ‘I travel to work or school …’ (left hand-side) and ‘In the past 10 years I have moved …’ (right hand-side).

42% of the users who provided feedback travel to work less than five miles; nearly a quarter (20.4%) travels 5–10 miles, 17% travel 10–25 miles and 13.2% more than 25 miles. 7.4% do not work or go to school. According to statistics reported in Census 2011 [43], 81% of English and Welsh citizens undertake a regular commute to work, with an average travel distance of 15 km, i.e. around 10 miles. This distance is heavily dependent on the region, with people from the East of England traveling the most (17 km) and those from London the least (11 km). Males further tend to commute farther than females and workers between 35 and 39 travel the farthest [43]. Earlier research by Champion [44] showed that around 48% of working age residents either do not commute at all, or commute less than 5 km, and about 12% commute more than 20 km. There are wide regional differences, however, within these figures, with rural residents much more likely to commute longer distances ([44]; p. 171). The app sample for commuting appears to be not too dissimilar to that found in the census data. Regarding moving places, more than a quarter of the users (28%) moved 2–3 times in the past ten years; 22% even moved more than 4 times. Virtually half still lives in the same place as ten years ago or has moved only once. These figures appear to reflect general moving trends in the UK: ONS data from Census 2011 suggest that 11.4% of the population living in the UK had moved in the last year [45], with most moves being over a short distance. Most movers (59.6%) had stayed within the same local authority district. In the census data, there was also an effect of sex, with males being slightly more migratory, and an effect of age, with younger adults showing a higher propensity to move.

3.2. Acoustic-phonetic database statistics

In total, 4310 users from 91 countries provided audio recordings. In what follows, we only present descriptive statistics from users stemming from the UK, Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, and the Republic of Ireland, which amount to 3551 speakers in total. The corpus is composed of ten sentences, making up the ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ passage. Virtually all speakers recorded all the ten sentences. A few users did not record the sentences that appeared later in the passage. The first sentence thus has the most recordings (N = 3495), the last sentence – sentence 10 – the least recordings (N = 3262).

3.2.1. Geographical distribution

When users conduct the audio recordings, they are asked to place a
pin on the locality that best corresponds to the dialect they speak (see Fig. 3, center). If users do the quiz before the recording, this information is filled in automatically for the audio recording functionality. Users identified 1336 unique latitudes and longitudes, shown in Fig. 11 (left). The center panel in Fig. 11 shows a clustered display of the number of speakers and the right panel shows overall UK and the Republic of Ireland population density as of 2011 (right) (adopted from the European Forum for Geostatistics, http://i.imgur.com/jvhxb5L.jpg).

The cluster map (center) reveals that the highest density of responses is found in the Southeast, as well as in the Northwestern Midlands – thus reflecting the general population density of England shown in the right-most panel in Fig. 11.

### 3.2.2. Age and gender

The mean age of the 3551 speakers is 33.3 (SD = 15.5); the median is 29. A little more than half of the users, 52.2% (N = 1853), are females, 47.6% (N = 1689) are males, and 0.2% indicated ‘other’ (N = 9); this latter category was added only when an updated version of the app was released, however. Fig. 12 plots age counts as a function of age: males (left), females (right). The blue line in the left panel indicates the actual distribution for males, the red line the expected distribution if it was balanced by real population according to mid-2015 (cf. [38], for UK, England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland). The yellow line in the right panel indicates the actual distribution for females, the green line the expected distribution if it was balanced by real population (cf. [38]).

As can be seen from Fig. 12, speakers < 14 years of age are undersampled. For males (left panel) speakers 56 and above are undersampled; for females (right panel) speakers 44 years of age and above are undersampled. For both sexes, however, speakers between 14 and 28 are oversampled. Van Leeuwen et al. [46] report highly similar oversampling in crowdsourcing speakers of Dutch with their app Sprekend Nederland. As was argued in the age and gender distribution discussion for the quiz data (cf. Fig. 7), this relationship between actual and expected distributions of speaker age can probably be explained by smartphone ownership penetration in the UK in 2015.

### 3.2.3. Ethnicity

As for ethnic distributions in the acoustic-phonetic corpus, EDA sampled data that reflected UK distributions more accurately than in the dialect quiz corpus. Fig. 13 plots the proportional ethnicity categories: the yellow bars indicate the expected distribution if our sample was structured according to Census 2011 (cf. [40], for England and Wales); the purple bars show the actual distribution in the app.

87.5% of the sampled population is White whereas in Census 2011 this category accounted for 86% of the population. EDa somewhat under-sampled speakers of Asian descent (~2.3%) and of Black descent (~1.2%). Speakers of mixed descent are over-sampled slightly (~1.6%) and those of other descent largely reflect population distributions. For White ethnicity, 84% indicated White English, 6% other White, 3% White Scottish, 3% White Irish, 2.7% White Welsh, 1.3% White Northern Irish, and 0.2% indicated Gypsy or Irish Traveler.

### 3.2.4. Qualification and education

Fig. 14 shows the proportions of highest qualifications found in the acoustic-phonetic corpus: the orange bars show the expected distribution if the sample was distributed according to Census 2011 (cf. [41], for England and Wales); the blue bars show the actual distribution. Qualification levels were grouped according to indicators provided by ONS [42].

Fig. 14 shows that, here too, speakers with higher educational qualifications are oversampled (29.7% Census 2011 vs. 57% EDA acoustic-phonetic corpus); albeit the discrepancy between the expected and actual distribution is somewhat less substantial than in the quiz corpus, where 67.4% indicated to have a higher education degree. All other categories – except for speakers with A levels who are also oversampled (+6%) – are under-sampled, particularly so people with no qualifications or fewer than 5 GCSEs. Descriptive statistics further revealed that 65% of the speakers in the EDA acoustic-phonetic corpus finished their education over the age of 19, 17% at 18, 13.5% at 16–17, and 4.5% at age 15 or under.

### 3.2.5. Mobility

Fig. 15 shows the breakdown of the answers to the question ‘I travel to work or school … ’ (left hand-side) and ‘In the past 10 years I have moved … ’ (right hand-side).

41% of the speakers travel to work less than five miles; nearly a quarter (22%) travels 5–10 miles, 15% travel 10–25 miles and 13% more than 25 miles. 9% do not work or go to school. Compared to ONS statistics for England and Wales [43] and Champion [44] presented in Section 3.1.5, this sample, too, appears to be relatively well-balanced. With regard to moving places, more than a quarter of the users (29%) moved 2–3 times in the past ten years; 22% even moved more than 4 times. Yet, half (49%) still lives in the same place as ten years ago or has moved only once. The figures here reflect general moving trends in the UK, presented in the quiz data section [45].

Overall, then, the sample is biased in favor of a certain young, digitally-native, highly educated demographic. Without further differentiation of the sample, this could be seriously problematic for the claims we might want to make about the dialect regions of the country. We collected, as mentioned earlier, however, systematic social metadata from users, enabling us to compare different demographic groups, extract data only for certain groups if desired, and therefore appropriately manage imbalances within the sample as a whole.

### 4. Use for theoretical and applied research

The development of a contemporary dialect and acoustic-phonetic corpus of English dialects spoken in the UK is of primary importance, of
course, for dialectology, but also significant – on a more applied level – for forensic phonetics.

4.1. Use for theoretical research

4.1.1. Prediction corpus

Most importantly, the quiz corpus allows for analyses of language change. When the users evaluate the quiz result (cf. 2.1), we elicit the speakers’ dialects and the 26 variants they indicated, which can then be compared to the variants indicated for these localities in the SED. To showcase this procedure, Fig. 16 provides preliminary maps of our results that we generated for a press release. The app question underlying this variable was ‘I pronounce the word ‘arm’ as (a) arm ([r]) or arm (no [r]).’ The left panel shows the distribution of the two variants found in the SED, the right panel shows that found in EDA’s quiz corpus, based on answers from roughly 29,000 respondents. The greener the area, the less the [r] is pronounced; the redder the area, the more the [r] is pronounced.

The map was created by Tam Blaxter (University of Cambridge) in QGIS [48], applying a normalization that averages values across the 100 nearest neighbors for each locality [49]. This map is quite revealing in several ways: (a) we observe a general trend that the non-rhotic forms (green, no [r]) are considerably more widespread in 2016 than in the 1950s (at the time the SED was conducted), (b) unlike in the SED, the EDA also (unintentionally it must be said) gathered data from Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, and the
Channel Islands, (c) the high spatial resolution of the EDAC enables a highly fine-grained analysis of language change, e.g. there are places in the South-West of England (especially urban centers such as Exeter, Plymouth, Gloucester and, especially, Bristol) which still show rhoticity to varying degrees, reflecting remnants of the 1950s variants. Indeed, Grossenbacher [50], investigating the presence or absence of rhoticity in both parts of the corpus – the quiz and the acoustic-phonetic data – in the area around Bristol, demonstrated that in both there was a shift away from rhoticity the younger the users were, but also a shift away from rhoticity in rural areas. Among the young, then, rhoticity was a markedly urban characteristic.

More generally, then, by comparing data retrieved through the quiz function to historical data, we can investigate changes in the regional distributions of dialect features, track the regional spread of innovations and address, on the basis of nationwide data, questions such as whether leveling – the loss of minority dialect forms and regional convergence towards majority features – has affected all dialects similarly, or whether some dialect areas are more strongly affected than others. Does the degree of leveling found in different regions pattern with differences in urbanization, counter-urbanization, and migration? Are regional centers implicated in leveling towards emerging local norms? Where, today, are the relic areas – those places where obsolescent dialect variants cling on to life? The data will also highlight particular localities and speech communities deserving of further, more detailed, ethnographically sensitive studies. The fact that recent quantitative work still makes use of the 1950s SED data (e.g. [13,51]) points towards the value of EDAC for contemporary English dialectology.

4.1.2. Acoustic-phonetic corpus
The amount of material and the number of speakers collected in the acoustic-phonetic corpus will make it possible to run a number of important experiments. At first, the acoustic-phonetic data needs to be transcribed and tagged. A purely manual phonetic transcription, while feasible in principle, is prohibitively labor-intensive to generate – which is where forced aligners come to use. The forced alignment of the audio data is currently under way. Each sentence is being forced aligned using MAUS [52], allowing for a time-aligned segmentation. MAUS simply needs to be fed a wave file and a corresponding text file that contains the sentence material that was read. Fig. 17 shows an example of a MAUS-aligned signal: the first phrase of sentence 4 of ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ as articulated by a speaker from Cambridge in our acoustic-phonetic corpus.

Tier one shows the word-by-word orthographic transcription, tier two the word-by-word SAMPA transcription, and tier three the phone-by-phone SAMPA transcription. The blue line in the spectrogram demonstrates the tracked intonation contour. As Fig. 17 shows, force aligning crowdsourced audio data is very possible – segment onsets and offglides are aligned quite accurately, without having yet applied any manual correction on the data. This type of time-aligned orthographic
transcription is useful when searching for a specific word, while the time-aligned phonetic transcriptions can be used to relate the lexical representations of words to their acoustic, segment-by-segment realizations. The corpus will be annotated manually – e.g. for stress, word class, intonation etc. This annotation will enable synchronized, cross-dialectal comparison of segments and prosody. Further, it will enable diachronic acoustic analyses of prosodic features comparing contemporary to historic data for localities for which there are historical SED recordings. This is possible because suprasegmental patterns typically remain intact even in historical, often distorted recordings. Such real-time, diachronic acoustic analyses of dialects are currently largely non-existent, with only few exceptions (cf. [53]).

A simultaneous examination of the two corpora (4.1.1 and 4.1.2) will reveal new insights about lay people’s intuitions about dialect use. Native intuitions concerning grammaticality provide the central core of data for much theoretical linguistics, a fact which has often been criticized both from within the field and by sociolinguists outside it on the grounds that native intuitions do not consistently reflect use (cf. [54]). Yet the studies of this mismatch between intuition and use are all relatively localized and small scale. To date, no large scale survey considering a large set of dialect features with a sufficient number of participants across many speech communities has been conducted to quantify the problem of unreliable intuitions. The users who fill out the dialect quiz – essentially a dialect intuition task – and make audio recordings – a dialect production task – provide an unparalleled dataset for comparing intuitions and use: by comparing the answers users give in the quiz to their actual pronunciation of those words in the recording, researchers will be able to identify where speakers’ self-belief concerning pronunciation is and is not accurate. Existing studies based on online language survey data (such as [55]) are vulnerable to the criticism that they are unable to quantify the error introduced by under- and over-reporting of socially marked variants. Quantifying rates of under- and over-reporting in the matched acoustic-phonetic and quiz corpora will enable researchers to be confident in the proper interpretation of results from the quiz corpus (cf. [56]).

4.2. Use for applied research

The dialect quiz and the acoustic-phonetic corpus both bear relevance for forensic phonetics. In forensic casework, particularly in forensic speaker comparison, experts compare speech in criminal and suspect recordings to evaluate whether a criminal’s voice is that of a suspect or of someone else. Findings of a survey on forensic speaker comparison practices found that 28% of practitioners examine dialect and accentual features [57]. Experts use different strategies to identify a speaker’s regional background: they may perform auditory and acoustic analyses and/or consult audio databases and literature on dialects [58]. This consultation of literature also includes the consultation of dialect Atlases. As stated earlier, much of the area-covering material on regional variation on accents of English is outdated; dialect isoglosses have shifted considerably in the meantime. With our analyses we provide an updated picture for regional variation in the UK, which provides forensic experts with a comprehensive database of unprecedented spatial resolution.

The app’s acoustic-phonetic audio corpus, too, bears relevance for forensic casework. To give an estimation of the probability that a speaker in both the case and the suspect material are the same, experts look for high similarity in the speech signals on the basis of analyzing various acoustic parameters (e.g. f0, speaking rate, formant frequencies, etc.) [59]. At the same time, when comparing the speakers, experts particularly look for low typicality manifestations of features in the speech signals, i.e. manifestations of acoustic features that are not very common in the population. As an example, if known and disputed samples both exhibit extremely fast articulation rates – which would be a manifestation of a low typicality feature when looking at a general population, i.e. extremely fast articulation rates do not occur very often – this would increase the likelihood that the samples come from the same speakers. If, on the other hand, both speakers articulate with average speed (not particularly fast or slow), i.e. which is a manifestation of speaking rate with high typicality in the general population, then speaking rate as a diagnostic to identify speakers would not be very helpful – as most people in the population exhibit average speaking rates. To know if a manifestation of a feature exhibits high or low typicality, forensic practitioners need to know population distributions of these features (cf. [60]). Aside from a few global speech characteristics (such as f0 for example, see below), there is a lack of information on the distribution of speech features across the population. In a pilot study using EDAC, Hudson et al. [61] analyzed coarse f0 statistics on a preliminary 2000 speaker set of the acoustic-phonetic corpus. Fig. 18 shows mean f0 for approximately 800 males.
For male adults, they report a mean f0 of 129 Hz with a standard deviation of 27.96. As a point of reference, they present the DyViS database (‘Task 3’) \cite{62} in Fig. 18 (grey line), which reports a mean f0 of 113 Hz (SD 16.01) for educated SSBE speakers. We observe a higher f0 for the population at large compared with SSBE only, but a broadly similar distribution curve. The UK-wide statistics stemming from EDA tally very well indeed with findings by Johns-Lewis \cite{63}, who reports a 128 Hz average for British English reading. With the acoustic phonetic corpus we provide a first account of how features such as speaking rate, voice quality, speech rhythm etc. are currently distributed in the UK speaker population which may be of service to forensic practitioners.

5. Challenges and benefits

There are some limitations and benefits to the EDAC, which we will discuss here. As shown in Section 3, the sampled corpora are skewed in so far as many of the macro-social categories do not reflect the distributions found in the UK population: there is an oversampling of a younger age group, male and females are not fully balanced, people with White ethnicity are overrepresented and people with higher education degrees are substantially oversampled. However, dialectology and variationist sociolinguistics have long tolerated certain biases in their methods of data collection. Not only traditional dialectologists but also sociolinguistic methodologies have deeply entrenched notions of the types of ‘authentic’ speaker who should be the target of investigation: such ‘authentic’ speakers in variationist sociolinguistics are ‘speakers of the pure vernacular’ \cite{64}, i.e. a speaker who produces relaxed informal natural language in authentic, natural, contexts. Both, dialectology and variationist sociolinguistics, have been biased towards population groups assumed to maintain the most distinctive regional or social varieties. Among traditional dialectologists, it was the Non-mobile Older Rural Males (‘NORMs’) \cite{1}; p. 30, among sociolinguists, usually non-mobile working class speakers of the ‘vernacular’ \cite{64}. There are, however, benefits to the sampling applied in EDAC protocol, which are discussed further below.

There are methodological issues which merit further discussion. The methods used in EDAC are very different from those used in historical atlas work. For the SED, for example, researchers went into the field and conducted interviews. EDA was collected automatically and indirectly – with no researcher present. This leaves much less control over how the data were elicited; we do not know, for example, if users read the instructions properly. At the same time, this lack of human intervention in EDAC perhaps guards against the intrusion of experimenter bias and provides a degree of uniformity in the collection environment (cf. \cite{25}). It is known, for example, that historical survey data collectors administered the task slightly differently, applying, for example, distinct transcription conventions \cite{65}.

Furthermore, EDA records read-aloud speech from the users – not spontaneously produced speech. Vernacular variants are bound to appear less in such a formal recording setting. The fact that we elicited read speech in the acoustic-phonetic corpus, too, somewhat limits the usefulness for forensic phonetics: in actual casework, most disputed samples (i.e. actual recordings from the perpetrators) are spontaneously produced. At the German Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA), for example, an estimated 80–90% of the disputed samples is produced spontaneously – not read off (Olaf Köster, BKA, personal communication). Spontaneous and read speech have been shown to differ on various linguistic levels; e.g. read speech has been shown to exhibit less

Fig. 18. Provisional population distribution of mean f0 based on EDAC’s acoustic –phonetic corpus (adopted from \cite{61}).
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pauses, less disfluencies, and less reduction of vowels, but more f0 declination than spontaneous speech, to name just a few examples (cf. [66,67]). Some acoustic features are likely to be unaffected by speaking style, however, such as voice quality. These will be particularly useful for analyses and applicability for forensic phonetics in the future.

Another issue that deserves attention is the user’s self-declared dialect and their selection of dialectal variants when going through the quiz. As described in section 2.1, users are asked to place the pin at the locality that best corresponds to their dialect. Here, we have to assume that users have an understanding both of their linguistic biography and of their language use (cf. [68]) – which we of course cannot investigate further with the data at hand. Further, when the users select their dialectal variants in the quiz (cf. 2.1) we ask them how they pronounce certain words. In doing so, we essentially collect people’s intuitions about their language behavior, not people’s actual language behavior. This is problematic – Labov [54] has shown, for example, that often people have erroneous intuitions when it comes to their actual language use, particularly with regard to socially salient variables. He observed, for example, that most people claim they say ‘see you’ at the end of a conversation; when in reality, it turned out that a majority said ‘bye bye’. When confronted with this finding, speakers reacted in disbelief as ‘bye bye’ is frequently associated with childish behavior. It is further possible that users imitated a ‘model’ dialect when performing this task, perhaps because other variants are more prestigious. Or they may have nostalgically reported traditional variants that they no longer use.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that users are essentially performing a perception task (along with the help of IPA symbols), when asked to pick a variant from several variants that only differ in fine phonetic detail (e.g. ‘room’: [aʊm], [ærm] or [əʊm]). At the moment we are testing the discrimination ability of naïve listeners, using the sound files embedded in the app: in a first pilot using an ABX paradigm, we tested 23 naïve listeners from England (12 SE, 6 NE, and 5 NW) and examined if they can discriminate items that included variants of th-fronting, glottalization, and velarization [69]. Results showed that, for glottalization, 73.5% could discriminate preglottalized, glottalized, and non-glottalized tokens, for th-fronting 91.2% (th-fronted, non-th-fronted), and for velarization 97.1% (velarized, vocalized, lateral). We concluded that (a) whether naïve listeners can perceive fine phonetic differences (as those included in the recordings in the App) depends on the token being examined and (b) the scores obtained are quite reassuring – even in tokens that are difficult to perceive (e.g. preglottalized, glottalized, non-glottalized tokens) we obtained high identification scores. A majority of naïve listeners are able to perceive the differences, thus validating the method. More generally, there are also technology-related limitations. We as researchers do not have contextual control over participants’ physical environment – listeners may perform this perception task in a noisy environment. Vowel discrimination performance is likely to decrease with background noise [70] and discrimination performance is known to vary between listeners, depending on exposure to dialects, metalinguistic awareness, and location, amongst other factors [71,72]. Additionally, subjects may have submitted datasets multiple times. Perhaps, the same person used the app to participate repeatedly, or the same person used the app on a different smartphone, or ‘performed’ different dialects when responding to the questions in the quiz. To control for this, we included a button in the updated version that allows users to indicate if they had submitted the information before. Of those 11,181 users who evaluated the quiz result in the updated version, 6% had evaluated the result before – these sets were excluded from the statistics presented in section 3.1. For the 744 speakers who provided audio recordings in the updated version, 12% had provided recordings before – they were also excluded from the descriptive statistics in section 3.2. For the large bulk of both corpora, thus, we cannot know for certain who submitted information multiple times. Reips [73], however, reports that the rate of repeated participants in internet-based testing is below 3% in most studies.

There are also obvious benefits to such a crowdsourced corpus. Concerning sampling, by radically changing data collection methods, EDAC gives up control over what constitutes the perfect ‘authentic’ speaker. Furthermore, among the rich metadata we are collecting from each user is information on personal mobility. This is of crucial value, as dialectology has traditionally attempted to exclude mobile individuals [65]. In this respect EDAC will enable a quantification of the effect of mobility on the phenomena under study – a blind spot of much previous work. Further, users appear to enjoy this type of playful exploration of dialects, which in return boosts the number of users that want to participate in the survey (cf. [74]). The corpus creation is comparatively cheap – conducting the current research using the same methods as applied in the SED would have been extremely costly.

Studies that use this type of automated data collection procedure require some form of quality control. One way of examining the validity is to compare trends found in EDAC with previously existing studies. In terms of the acoustic-phonetic corpus, we mentioned that the UK-wide f0 statistics found in EDAC male speakers align well with the values reported by Johns-Lewis [63] and with the distribution reported by [62]. As for the quiz corpus, the preliminary results we report on rhetoric (cf. Fig. 16), for example, reflect trends shown in previous studies which applied well-established dialectological methods, albeit being relatively localized and small scale (e.g. [75] for rhoticity in the South-West of England). We do not wish to claim that our approach should supplant existing techniques for the collection of dialectological data, of course, but simply wish to highlight the power, simplicity and added value of crowdsourced Big Data as a way of complementing established methods. As for data availability: the backend databases for the quiz and the acoustic-phonetic corpus have not yet been distributed to the general public. Once made public, the database can be used to aid future research in variationist sociolinguistics, forensic phonetics and phonetics more generally. The availability of EDAC to dialectologists and forensic phoneticians should lead to an improved understanding of the variability inherent in speech production and perception.
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